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 Un-returned phone calls.  Plans cancelled at the last minute.  Do these habits 
make our generation the most discourteous generation to date? This may be a plausible 

conclusion. I can’t remember how 
many times I have heard of so-
called friends exhibiting this type 
of behavior towards each other.  
 Moreover, these actions 
seem to be prevalent at Penn.  I 
don’t know if the limited free time 
that Penn leaves its students due 
to the interminable homework 
and a multitude of extracurricu-

this trend, but it’s very likely that 
these conditions help damage our 
relationships.  
 In spite of the consequenc-
es associated with Facebook and 

other forms of technology, like text messages, this technology has some positive quali-
ties. They allow people to stay more connected with each other than ever before.  Now, 
it’s possible to re-connect with old friends and classmates with the click of a mouse.  It’s 
also possible to communicate with dozens of people every day.  However, the quality of 
our communication is what matters.  

How Facebook and Other Forms of Instant Communica-
tion De-Value Our Inter-personal Relationships

     Generation Facebook

 It seems that Facebook and text messages diminish the quality of our interactions 
with each other. Facebook acts as a 21st century method of further shirking our respon-
sibilities to each other.  Instead of calling to cancel plans, some people just write on their 
friends’ walls or even send a pithy, one-line text message.  Thus, the act is completely 
desensitized and devoid of human contact because they never have to hear the disappoint-
ment in their friends’ voices that they would hear with a phone call or a face-to-face meet-
ing.  
  In addition to texting and using Facebook to cancel plans, it seems that we are 
using these devices as our primary methods of communication.  Text messages and wall 
posts on Facebook cannot replace the intimacy of a phone call or face-to-face meetings.  

lives the way that a conversation would? A simple phone call to a friend (as well as a 
returned phone call) demonstrates a level of care and understanding that is becoming in-
creasingly rare in today’s world.  
 Another example of our dependence on Facebook is how we deal with our friends’ 
inconsideration.  Irate friends compose angry rants on other friends’ walls, upset because 
their friends do not show the same investment in their relationship.  Public arguments are 
detrimental to friendships because they do not resolve the issues in the friendship, nor 
do they present both parties in a positive light to others.  These examples of breakdowns 
in communication are ironic when we keep in mind the fact that we are the most wired 
generation.  We constantly check our e-mail, cell phones, Facebook accounts, and text 
messages, but we don’t use these devices with a lot of thoughtfulness.  We’ve become too 
dependent on this technology to communicate.  Are we really connecting with each other 
as well as we could be without these devices?  
 Sadly, the answer is no.  A stable, healthy friendship cannot be based on text mes-
sages and wall posts. Friendships require attention, nurturing, and care.  If they don’t re-
ceive these things, they suffer.
 These actions have even harsher consequences when we enter the workforce.  An 
unreturned phone call to an employer sends the message that an employee is not conscien-
tious, and does not care about his or her job very much.  When that employer is offering 
promotions, it should come as no surprise that the employee with an inability to return 
phone calls will not advance in his or her career.  For this reason, these bad habits should 
not develop.  If they carry over into the work environment, we risk not achieving our full 
potential. 

Nichole Nelson ‘11
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     Between 20 and 25 percent of 
college students will be infected 
with a sexually transmitted dis-
ease (STD), like chlamydia, gon-
orrhea, syphilis, human papil-
lomavirus, herpes, etc1.   Overall, 
63% of all STDs occur among 
people under 25 years of age.  
Some of these illnesses are treat-
able with antibiotics.  Others, like 

    
     These statistics are pretty un-
settling.  But it gets worse.  HIV—
the fatal virus that causes AIDS—

college students.  Those infected 
with HIV can be symptom-free 
for years and not realize they are 
HIV positive.  AIDS is the leading 
killer of Americans between the 
ages of 25 and 44.  The statistics 
concerning the black community 
are particularly grave; it is un-
doubtedly a health crisis.  A study 
conducted by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
found that blacks composed the 
majority of AIDS cases reported 
in 2007.  Blacks are 12% of the 
US population, yet we accounted 
for 45% of new HIV infections 
in 2006, while 46% of us were 
already living with HIV.  One in 
thirty black women will be diag-
nosed with HIV in their lifetime. 
According to recent data, AIDS is 

the leading cause of death for black 
women ages 25-34.  One in six-
teen black men will be diagnosed 
with HIV during their lifetime. 
     
     As college students, we are in 
a crucial period of our lives where 
sexual health practices can im-
pact our present lives and our fu-
tures.  We live in an environment 
where our lives seem to be mov-
ing at an unbelievably rapid pace.  
It is easy to forego healthy sexual 
health practices because we are 
more concerned with performing 
well academically.  Also, stress 
leads many of us to vices like 
binge drinking or hard partying, 
which seem to go hand in hand 
with risky sexual practices.  Be 
sure to take advantage of the Of-

It is easy to miss the building on 
Locust Walk, and it may be dif-

the search.  The hallway features 
a container of free condoms and 
other safer sex supplies as well as 

on sexual and mental health. B. 
Matty Lehman, associate director 

We offer resources like RAP-line, 

Camp, Wellness Workshops like 
smoking cessation or stress re-
duction, FLASH, even workshops 
about nutrition.”  She adds that 
they used to offer rapid HIV test-
ing, but now they refer students to 
Student Health for all STD testing. 
    
     We are fortunate to attend a 
college where we can learn safe 
sexual practices in a learning en-
vironment from people who are 
willing to go out of their way to 
reach out to us.  There are a variety 
of resources out there and it is our 
duty as students to utilize them. 

Janday Wilson ‘10 

     When we students set foot on 
this campus, we have to adjust to 
living on our own and juggling a 
variety of personal obligations.  
We are competing for grades 
and eventually jobs.  Stress be-
comes a way of life and it is easy 
to allow its negative effects affect 
our sleep patterns, classroom, 
and workplace performances.  

     But it is not necessary for us 
to deal with our burdens alone.  
This advice is pertinent to the 
black community.  Valerie Allen, 
director of the African-American 
Resource Center, agrees: “In the 
black community you learn early 
to ‘not air dirty laundry.’  One of 
the reasons for this is you don’t 
want to appear vulnerable or as 
though your life is unmanageable.   
When you are in a competitive 
environment, you don’t want to 

-
ple sharing their stories of success 
with mental health professionals 
have begun to erode the stigma 
but we still have a ways to go.”  

    Statistics seem to support this 
attitude.  The Congressional 
Black Caucus Foundation’s press 
release states that 63% of blacks 
view depression as a “personal 
weakness.”  This helps explain 

why only 45% of blacks seek treat-
ment for depression, according to 
the National Study of American 
Life.  However, the Surgeon Gen-
eral reports that blacks are over-
represented in populations that 
are particularly at risk for mental 
illness.  There is a lack of trust be-
cause we live in a majority-domi-
nated society that frequently de-
values our culture.  Mental health 
professionals need to be more 
aware of the different problems 

that some black communities face 
as a result of living with unique 
stressors which include racism, 
higher poverty levels and violence. 

Living on a majority-dominated 
campus, minority students may 
have to cope with cultural differ-
ences in addition to the typical 
stressors of a highly competitive 

college campus.  Gloria Gay, asso-
ciate director of the Penn Wom-
en’s Center, has worked on Penn’s 
campus for twenty-four years as a 
social worker.  She believes that 
the on-campus multicultural 
centers are key to our success.  
She advocates the utilization of 
minority resource centers like 
Makuu, La Casa Latina, the LGBT 
Center, and PAACH because they 
understand the environmental 
impact related to depression.  She 
says, “Many people on campus are 
willing to help and maintain con-

are working on campus would be 

noticed a change in attitude in 
the black community towards 
seeking mental health services on 
campus, “The last two generations 
are more inclined to [seek help].  
They grew up in a society where it 
was more available.”  When asked 
if she felt that black students 
currently on campus feel more 
comfortable speaking to a profes-
sional of the same cultural back-
ground, she disagrees, “[Maybe] 
in earlier years, but not recently. 
Now the generation is more 

multi-cultural and more open.” 

Janday Wilson ‘10 
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LBB: How are you? Overall, how do you like Penn?
Lauren: Overall, I’m adjusting.  I’m still trying to get used to the environment, but I’m doing fairly well.  Penn 
has so much to offer, and I don’t feel like there’s anything else that I wish it had.  It has everything that I 
want. 

LBB: Do you still keep in touch with the other people who did the Center for Africana Studies Summer 
Institute for pre-freshmen? Would you say that the majority of people who were your friends during 
Africana are still your friends now?

LBB: Considering the fact that you do not live in Dubois College House, the college house with the 
highest concentration of African Americans, do you feel that can still be a part of the African American 
social life at Penn, such as Ase Saturday Academy, Black Student League, anything UMOJA related, 
etc?
Lauren: Yes.  Black Students League is a good way to meet a lot of people. Of course, I did Africana, which 
inevitably means that I know a lot of Black freshmen.  These are the people who just happen to hang out with 
on a daily basis.  And, of course, the MAKUU emails certainly help a lot with this process. 

LBB: Do you feel that doing the Center for Africana Studies Summer Institute paved a better path into 
the African American community at Penn compared to someone who did not attend the Institute?
Lauren: Absolutely.  All the black people who I don’t know did not attend the Institute. They certainly have 
that disconnect.  They don’t feel as welcome into the family as someone who did attend the Institute. After I 

attended the Institute, I felt as if I had somewhere where I belonged at Penn.  When I moved in in September, 
I was much more excited and comfortable than nervous; I felt like I was coming back to my second home. 

LBB: Do you notice any racial separation in your college house (Kings Court)? If so, talk more about it. 
Do you feel as if you are personally affected by this separation?
Lauren: There aren’t too many black people in Kings Court, so there isn’t much separation.  The residential 
programs in Kings Court seem to segregate people more than race. 

LBB: Have you witnessed any racial tension in your college house (Kings Court)?
Lauren: No.

LBB: Would you say that the majority of your friends on campus are Black/African American? Do you 
feel yourself making a conscious effort to befriend people who are not African American?
Lauren: Yes, the people that I hang out with are all black. This is unfortunate because I want to meet more  
people. There is WAY too much segregation in the Penn community. I certainly want more of a mix of 
people. It is hard for me to consider the people with whom I strike up a random conversation to be my friend, 
versus a black person, where there’s already some connection since we’re both black; we sort of already have 
something in common. 

LBB: Do you feel that, because you did Africana, you are looked at differently by the other African 
American students in the Class of 2013 than someone who did not do Africana?
Lauren: I’m sure that other black students in our class wish they went to Africana.  It’s almost like they 
missed out on something.  But, I’m noticing that as time progresses, we’re starting to step out of the “Afri-
cana” boundary.  We have friends who didn’t do Africana, but the separation is still strong. It’s not like a 
shield, though.  I don’t feel like it’s keeping people from coming into our group. However, some people who 
did Africana are very exclusive, and the fact that a lot of them live so close to each other may attribute to 
this. 

LBB: After our conversation, if you could change one thing about Penn, what would it be?
-

racial friendships.  Of course, I want to have my MAKUU family, but it distinguishes us from everyone else! 
It is a good thing to have MAKUU and things of that nature, but I feel that it is kind of counter-productive. 
It doesn’t really foster interracial friendships.  I’m not saying it’s a bad thing, though. I wish we had more 
groups that brought everyone together, or just someway that made it easier to meet more people, like a 
summer program that is not racially centered.  Or, even more free pre-orientation programs. What created 
the strong bond between us during Africana is that we went through everything together.  We all lived to-
gether, took the same classes, ate at the same time, did the same assignments at the same time, etc.  We went 
through it together, and if it were people of all races doing this program instead of mainly black people, these 
bonds would be just as strong. 

Interview with Lauren Hendrix
College of Arts and Sciences
Residence: Kings Court
Hometown: Baltimore, MD 

LBB’s Cameron Browne sits down with two fresh-
men, Lauren Hendrix and Sharree Walls, to get their 
thoughts on freshmen year and the Center for Afri-
cana Studies Summer Institute for pre-freshmen. 
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LBB: How are you? Overall, how do you like Penn?

new people. 

LBB: Considering the fact that you do not live in Dubois College House, the college house with the 
highest concentration of African Americans, do you feel that can still be a part of the African American 
social life at Penn, such as Ase Saturday Academy, Black Student League, anything UMOJA related, 
etc.

socializing with the various members of these groups is not as easy as walking down my hall and talking 
with the people there.  It’s not that I feel disconnected from the people in these groups, but I feel that I have 
to put in more effort to be accepted by the group members.  But, if being a part of these groups is something 
that I want, three blocks really does not make that much of a difference.  They are easily accessible. 

LBB: Now, you did not do Africana. Do you notice any distinction between the black students who 
DID Africana and the black student who did NOT do Africana. Please talk more about your experi-
ences with this.
Sharree: Yes. It is very easy to tell the difference between the black students who attended the Institute and 
those who did not attend.  There’s the “Africana clique” and the “non Africana” group of black students.  The 
“Africana clique” was very noticeable during NSO. 

LBB: Do you notice any racial separation on campus?
Sharree: To a certain extent, yes. I see this separation more at Penn than I do in my hometown, however, I 
can’t say that it is an overall pattern at Penn.  I feel as if it is more of a class distinction rather than a racial 
separation. 

LBB: Do you notice any racial tension on campus?
Sharree: I’m sure that it will come up later. We just got here, so people are still trying to adjust. We don’t 
really have time to create tension. 

LBB: Would you say that the majority of your friends on campus are Black/African American?
Sharree: I would have to say no. The people who I hang out with are people who live in the quad and the 
people from my pre-orientation program. I hang out with whomever I see, really.  No racial preference. 

LBB: Do you feel yourself making a conscious effort to befriend people who are not African Ameri-
can? 
Sharree: No. I befriend people who are friendly. But I know that people most certainly do that, which is 
understandable.  It is generally more comfortable to be around people who look like you.  I feel that if you 
live in DuBois College House, you would have to make the effort to befriend people who are not African-
American. 

LBB: How about people who are African American?
Sharree: I make the effort to avoid the reputation for not wanting to be around black people. Our class is 
already starting to develop these reputations. The group of students who attended the Center For Africana 
Summer Institute is so close knit, and since I’m not necessarily hanging out with them, I’m getting the repu-
tation that I’m trying to avoid. I want to be perceived the way that I actually am. I want to be friends with the 
people I want to be friends with. I enjoy the presence of all people, and I’m not going to leave my friends just 
for the sake of an image. However, I still feel that I have to make the conscious effort to avoid the reputation 
of not liking black people. 

LBB: After our conversation, if you could change one thing about Penn, what would it be?
Sharree: I feel that I’m too new to the community to feel that something needs to change. All I know is what 
I’ve seen. I’m happy with the people that I’ve met, and I have not had any bad or negative experiences with 
them or the other people at Penn! 

Interview With Sharree Walls
College of Arts and Sciences
Residence: The Quad, Riepe 
Hometown: Chicago, Illinois
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Several years ago, my mother said to me, “You only wanna date a guy with a 5-year-plan 
and a Ph.D.  What about the guy with potential who works on the assembly line at Ford?”  

-
pin’ nobody’s burgers” when I tried to get a job in 11th grade?  At the time, I didn’t see any-
thing wrong with having stringent dating standards.  It irritated me that my own mother 
would encourage me to lower my expectations.  

I’ve learned a lot about dating—and consequently about myself—since that conversation 
argument with my mom.  I learned that I should—no, that I must—deliberately date men 
who are completely different from me.  It’s for my own good.

Many of us sit by our lonesome waiting for the next Ivy-educated, New-York-Times-editori-
al-readin’, summer-house-havin’ partner to knock on our doors.  I certainly did.  I had no 
dates.  At all.  I had to broaden my horizons simply because I realized that I’d need to kiss 

Times).

Then, who the hell am I?  Yeah, I’m every bit the diva I claim to be, but I’m not all that. My 
temper is a little too quick and Penn didn’t help develop my cooking skills.  How dare I 

told me that he sensed my disinterest and disregard!  How had I become that person who 
made others feel ‘not good enough’? I had to get real about the attitude that I projected 
to others.  Once I got humbled about my own mercy-laden path to Penn and the other 
opportunities I’ve been given, it was easier for me to say yes when the cute Pep Boys 

about a partner’s ability to keep us anchored in life’s storms.  My ‘divatude’ has to include 
some sense of humility because maybe there are no frogs…maybe all people have warts. 

Most importantly, stepping outside of my comfort zone has forced me to grow in so many 
ways.  On one painful date with a church musician, I learned that I really didn’t know 
how to make small talk that did not include topics like bell hooks and NATO.  Now, I can 

on dates with men who venture past the Art Museum.  My thoughts are regularly chal-
lenged, my sense of humor is a lot less nerdy, and I’m a lot more interesting since I made 
myself available to suitors who didn’t go to Penn and who have to work 3 jobs to get it 
done. 

Don’t let Penn distort your perception of who’s datable.  Date off-campus.  It’s not dating 
down.  It’s dating  different.

Naomi Leapheart ‘04

Frog Breath, Humble Pie, 
and 

Why We Must “Date Down”
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Artist Spotlight: 
Sheldon Bowman-Brunk

LBB talks to College junior Sheldon Bowman-Brunk 

I’ll start writing.   If I’m really inspired, I’ll bypass all that preliminary stuff and start writing. In either 
-

In the past, I’ve used friends with theater backgrounds to help me develop the performance aspect of 
my spoken word pieces since I tend to be more dramatic with my poetry anyway and enjoy using this 

-
dously helpful and it can really take my work to another level, so I really value this sort of input from 
others. 

LBB: What are some themes of your work?
SBB: Well, considering that I’m entirely a product of my past experiences, a lot of my inspiration stems 
from my early years, the adversity that I’ve faced growing up, and the challenges that I continue to face 
each day. Another inspiration is nature. There’s nothing like a fresh, exciting spring breeze on a cloud-
less day that puts me in the mood to write.  

LBB: Who inspires you to write poetry? 
SBB: My poetry mentor, Yolanda Palacio. She’s a Cave Canem Poet, which is a prestigious community 
of emerging and established black poets.  She was the faculty sponsor of the poetry club at the high 

experience with spoken word.  Since that amazing experience, I’ve gone to Yolanda for guidance with 
poetry and she has been incredibly helpful.  She’s showed me that an aspiring poet should make it their 
life; they should eat, drink, breath, dream poetry. With her invaluable advice and guidance, I one day 
hope to reach the potential I know I have as a person, poet, and artist. 

LBB: How has Penn shaped your experience as a person and as a poet?
-

cover and rediscover myself, who I truly am and consequently it has forced me to make a decision: I 
can continue to live out my past and remain stagnant in life or I can take charge of it, work through 
my issues and reach the potential that has gotten me this far and which will, should I choose, take me 
to unimaginable places. As a poet it has taught me to be disciplined, thorough, diligent, and hungry.  
And to have thick skin. 

LBB: How much of a factor does race and racism play into your poetry?

would label a socially conscious poem. The idea behind it is that America purports this idea of the 
American Dream and that any person can attain that dream. But the reality is that because of the insti-

from having access to the opportunities necessary to even have a chance at reaching this so-called 
American Dream. So the question becomes: is the American Dream really a dream or more of a per-

LBB: Thanks, Sheldon.  It was a pleasure to speak with you.  To hear more of Sheldon’s and other 
poet’s wonderful work, check out: www.germantownpoetryfestival.org 

LBB: How long have you been writing poetry?
SBB: Since my freshman year of high school.

LBB: How would you describe your poetry?
SBB: I would characterize it as primarily spoken word.  As I write a piece, I also think about how I’m 
going to perform it.  The subject of my poetry is whatever inspires me at the moment.  It can be an 
experience, a memory, or nostalgia. 

LBB: Why do you write poetry?
SBB: I write poetry because I feel like I have to.  It’s my calling—my destiny.  One thing I’m discovering 
about myself is that I’m not living when I’m not writing.  God has endowed me with this blessing to 

long as I develop this gift and don’t take it for granted, wonderful things will come from it.

LBB: Do you have any follow any rituals when creating a poem?   
SBB: It usually begins with inspiration, but not always. Sometimes I have to sit and think and even 
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LBB: What’s your idea of an ideal date? 
Ideally, I’d like the environment to be comfortable and welcoming for both parties. That could mean going 
out to eat at a nice restaurant or sitting down to dinner and a movie. In these situations, I feel like the most 
engaging conversations arise and there are fewer awkward moments of silence. 

LBB: Do you have a favorite restaurant or club downtown?  If so, why? 
Honestly, the Olive Garden has a family style approach to their restaurant that I really enjoy. One time, 
when I went there for a friend’s birthday, it felt like I was at a traditional Sunday dinner. They set aside 
like three tables for us. Many of my good friends were there all dressed up. The food was brought out on 
big trays for us. Platters were constantly being passed around the table as people caught up with one an-
other and laughed about different things. Being the family oriented person I am, I think the Olive Garden 
does an excellent job in recreating that theme.

LBB: Describe your typical Saturday afternoon. 

recently Making His Band. After that, I’d either get started on some homework or go downtown around 
15th street.  

LBB: What are your career goals and how do you think your experience in the National Society of 
Black Engineers (NSBE) will help you achieve those goals?
My ultimate career goal is to become a physician but I plan to take some time off before applying to do 

-
fessional development. I have been to a number of conferences where I’ve been able to speak to recruiters, 
get my resume looked over and most importantly evaluate the skills I need to be competitive among my 

of fortune 500 companies and organize nationwide community service events. I’m truly inspired by all the 

LBB: How do you want people to remember you?  
I want to be remembered as an individual whom you could easily talk to and go to for assistance. I may not 
have always provided the best help, but I put in the effort to come very close. For me it’s a humbling and 
rewarding experience to have accomplished something for somebody.  

LBB: How would you describe your time at Penn?  Do you think that Penn helped shape who you 
are as a person? 
My time at Penn has been a learning experience from day one. I came in as an engineering student from Sil-

as a result of my many interactions here. I have developed new interests, matured mentally and socially as 
a person, and discovered so many of my strengths and weaknesses. I’ve also come to know a good number 

had, be it with students, board members, or church members, has required some skill of me that I either 
had and was strengthened or didn’t have and needed to develop. So in that sense, Penn has indeed shaped 
me as a person.  I only hope that I can maintain the positive traits I’ve developed even after I leave.

Cutie of the Month
Chidi Ahaghotu 

Year: Senior
Nichole Nelson ‘11
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 In civil law, state and federal governments recognize the immaturity and ir-
responsibility of children.  Federal law establishes eighteen as the minimum age to 
enlist in the army, to get married without parental consent, to vote, to serve on a jury, 
and to smoke a cigarette.  However, in criminal law, judicial arbiters do not always 
apply the same reasoning when punishing minors.  Under federal law and in forty-
two states, children who are too young to buy cigarettes legally can be tried as adults, 

and if convicted, receive adult prison 
sentences, including life without pa-
role. 
 According to the National 
Youth Law Center, the United States 
is one of the only countries in the 
world that allows child offenders to 
be sent to prison for the rest of their 
lives without any hope of release or 
redemption.  In the US, there are 
2,270 children that are currently serv-
ing life sentences without parole.  In 
the rest of the world combined, there 
are just 12.  International norms rec-
ognize that children are a particularly 
vulnerable group, and as such, are 
entitled to special care and protec-
tion.  Furthermore, children are still 
developing physically, mentally, and 
emotionally, and thus serve as ideal 
candidates for rehabilitation.  Nearly 
every country in the world prohibits 
the sentencing of minors to life with-
out parole. 
 In 1990, the United Nations 
(UN) signed a treaty—the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child—which prohib-
its the imposition of the death penalty 
or life without parole on juveniles and 
constitutes the act as a human rights 

This number includes every member 
of the UN except the United States 

    Life Without Parole
and Somalia (Child Rights Information Network, 

 Despite a global consensus that chil-
dren should not be held to the same standards 
of responsibility as adults, the United States 
still insists on enforcing this draconian provi-

minority children are disproportionately af-
fected by this policy.  According to a 2005 
Human Rights Watch, the estimated rate at 
which black youth receive life without parole 
sentences (6.6 per 10,000) is ten times greater 
than the rate for white youth (0.6 per 10,000).  
In California, black youth are given this sen-
tence at twenty-two times the rate of white 
youth. 
 Sara Kruzan was one of them.  Sara 
Kruzan, once a straight-A student, suffered 
years of abuse.  Her mother was addicted to 
drugs and abused her.  At age 11, she met a 
31-year-old man, who began grooming her for 
a life of prostitution.  She worked as one of his 

snapped and shot her pimp dead.  She was 

serving a life sentence without the possibility 
of parole, despite the fact that the California 
Youth Authority and a psychiatric evaluation 
determined that she was amendable to rehabilitation treatment offered in the juvenile system (National Youth 
Law Center exposé).  To put this into perspective, there are adult child sex offenders, murderers, and rapists 
that are currently serving shorter sentences. 
 When a child commits a crime, not only have they failed society, but society has failed them.  Life 
without parole tells children that they are beyond rehabilitation and that no matter how much they change, 
they can never earn their freedom.  It seems incongruous and schizophrenic that US law can, on one hand, 
prohibit the execution of children, while on the other, allow them lifetime imprisonment.  By sentencing a 
child to life without the possibility of parole, you are denying them the ability to someday know what it feels 

walls and metal bars of a prison cell. The decision to sentence a minor to life without the possibility of parole 
is a decision to sentence that child to die in prison. It is merely a delayed death sentence.

Chi Chi Achebe ‘10
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Queens of the Nile,
What became of your kingdom? 
Lost beneath the sands of time’s cruel hourglass
Dried remnants of lavishness and praise
Clinging to immaculate skin to be emaciated
With the scorn of barbarous hands
Grips stronger than the shackles locking your feet
Rougher than the wooden planks of ships
Spreading across the Atlantic in a deadly plague
Making young mummies who live in concrete modernity 

Buried with a single chain cast in the shape of heart
Hanging from the neck like Sekhmet’s sun disk 
The gift of life shines from the core of your breasts
Royalty is a side effect of majesty afforded by the heavens
A light that your husbands, sons and brothers
Have become colorblind to in consequence of fatigue 
As their earth-toned eyes were strained by stares
Aimed at the horizon waiting for hegemony 

The man you love has the marks of war inside his skull
Shattered ambitions and visions of the home he once had
His mind was his kingdom and when he lost cognition
Recognition of your Queenship fell to pieces, to dust 

Crack-tiled and spotty as memories of his smile
Affection absent from home for as long as you can recall
His clothed back has become the face you dream of
Self-esteem cut to shreds by shoulder blades
Leaving the curtains circling your heart in shambles
A victim of nightmarish echoes of another woman’s voice
Calling his name with love only you could understand

Love is the crown you wear like a cross
The cancerous creed that made you carry his child
A son who glimmers more to you than gold ever could
Cheeks full of promise and eyes made of sparkling stars

You hoped would not consume him like his father
So you presented tributes to him every night
Which he ate graciously returning love in full
To his primary caregiver who nurtured him
When nobody else in the world cared if he grew 

But this young prince would become a man
Clay molded by the touch of a misguided father’s hand
Indoctrinated into the wilderness of warfare
Crossing rivers of asphalt, gasoline and liquor 
In the name of conquest, a declaration of his power

Physical and egotistical wonders that push them 

Speaking boldly to boisterous bands in sign language 
But his favorite pastime was using femininity as fodder
Whether they be dark as the night or light as the moon
His hunger feeds motivation, his tendency to consume
Leaving scraps of sires, more illegitimate claims to the throne

Queens of the Nile,
What becomes of you when no one recognizes your crown?
I pause to postulate the predicament of burning pains

While you know what sandstorms feel like all too well 

Queens
   of the 
         Nile

Cortney Charleston ‘12



and i think it’s imperative that
plows and cotton gins lie encrypted in
our scalps. 

and when dry lashes parted
mas’r saw the rows stuck tight through the
jiggers. 

cuz when they dance and snap
each rope swings hard.
through dark nights and switches

black girls stay like queens. 
and when the comb cuts each plait 
street girls cut corners with class. 

and skip rope with the rest of the boys and 
beans
the shells fall back down right after. 

and 

in newark where

projects shelter playgrounds and
braids climb fences and
roll. 

so the three of us hugged tight through
good hope and pain.
the body heat to keep the braids intact. 

‘til dark nights passed and three broke to
two then

one. 

when one day dry lashes parted and
hair fell back down to 
roots. 

and split. 

two. 
annie and sally. 

sally skips sesame on a sweet chipped beat

for jimbo
he slick. 

ants in both they pants. 

on west side
jimbo could slip with city swag
like uptown girls bounce heavy on the off beat. 

gypped speech.  

jimbo cut four verses to annie 
when they creviced themselves in the 
reverie 
but sally stay put in the simile.
lay limp like noodle soup. 

and jimbo could juggle philly jargon that
diced annie’s heart in three. 
shine bright like scalpel. 
her eyes squint like mice. 
and when they smile they sever pieces 
from the sky like hail and stupor. 
cuz jimbo was the only one who could hold her 
proper 
under the white seaport lights. 

where sally stay low. 
glued tight in the sesame street simile
with a skip. 
frowned face with a tear. 

waitin for someone to walk 
her to the 
clouds. 

braids. philly girls.
Cameron Browne ‘13Cameron Browne ‘13
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 The people marched up and down the streets to the sounds of city life.  Their movements 
were like clockwork melted down by the hot, sticky summer air.  Taxis line the blocks.  Hostile driv-

adorning her curves strolls along the crowded sidewalks.  Her golden bangles jingle against each other 
with each stride, becoming her personal ostinato.  Her heels click and clack on the concrete, as she 
sways across the street. 

shirt, and striped red tie.  He gazes down at his 20-karat white-gold Rolex wristwatch, brings it to his 
mouth blowing his hot breath on it, then shines it with the cuff of his suit.  He holds his manicured 
hands out and inspects them: precisely trimmed, no trace of dirt, and naturally polished.  Finding no 

bread. 
 “Hey baby! Have you been waiting long? Bless your little heart…how have you been honey? I 
haven’t seen you in a mon—I mean I haven’t seen you in a while—.” She grabs a seat at the table then 

 “Ummm… yes about that we really need to talk—”
 “Talk? Yes talk! Can we sit inside? It’s really hot out here!” she shoots up and begins trying to 

 “This won’t take that long.” The man clears his throat then adjusts his tie. 
The young lady glances around then collapses back into her seat. 
 “Damn waiters!” She mumbles, “They have one job: to serve me, and they can’t even do that 
right.” She picks up the menu and begins to fan herself with it. “Darling, it is really hot today. I think 
the weatherman said it was the high of the seas—,”
 “Lisa, that’s very nice but—”
 “And all this sun isn’t good for anyone! It’s not safe to sit in the sun anymore. It’s not safe to 
do anything anymore. Nothing in life is guaranteed now days. Why just the other day—,” 
 “Lisa, I asked you to meet me here because—”
 “Because you wanted to talk, and now, Mathew, we are talking! I’ve missed talking to you so 
much lately, but can’t we talk about this tonight? You can come over. I’ll cook dinner for us…or order 
Chinese foo— .” Lisa continues but then catches sight of the Mathew’s stoic face and stops cold. A 

Torn
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golden band blinds her.
 “Listen, Lisa...”  Mathew takes a deep breath, and then 
reaches for her hands that lay limp on the white tablecloth. He holds 
her smooth, delicate hands in his palms and gently caresses them 
with his thumbs. “I care about you, but I can’t go on doing this with 

says nothing, just stares at his lips as blankly as if she were watching 
a television on mute. 
 “My wife is pregnant…We can still keep in touch.”

but it still had no substance. She takes her hand and rubs her hollow 
stomach. The refulgent white walls, her legs separated and hoisted 
on cold, metal beams, the abbreviated, bald man prying inside of 
her…all those memories that she had been trying to push out came 

 She moves her lips, but nothing comes out. 
 “I…I…I…I did that for…for you.”
 “Did what? Hold on.” 
 Mathew’s phone vibrates in his pocket. He reaches into the 

name, and brings it to his face. 
 “Hey honey, what’s wrong? ” 

glances at Lisa who is still sitting there. 

phone. “I’m sorry I have to go.”
 Mathew stands up from his seat and places his napkin on 
the table. He disappears into the fastidious chaos of life, leaving Lisa 
alone. 
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